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Executive Summary and Recommendations

Executive Summary
No

Insight

1

The current solution does not meet
the best practice standards for use
of resources. Currently, two thirds
of council investment in tourism
supports just 5% of visitors.

2

Implication

At the same time use of digital
before and in destination is growing
and more travellers are booking in
advance. Digital is building demand
and diverting travellers to other
destinations

Suggested action

Whatever decision council makes
standing still is not an option. It
needs to move to embrace the
digital economy

3

Council currently has a rate
increase outstanding and there is
resistance to increasing fees. As
such, it is unlikely that council can
increase funding from the tourism
industry beyond current levels

Embracing new models must be
done within existing funds which
means that money must switch
between elements of council’s
programme

4

The challenges that Eurobodalla
faces is global. VICs globally are
facing a drop in footfall – and also
in bookings as others (including
industry) increasingly offer this
booking services. As a result
revenues will become tighter.

The challenge is going to grow,
postponing dealing with it is not an
option. Further support for the
need to change

The recommended model must
build on these core insights. We
recommend that a greater
proportion of budget must be
dedicated to a website.

A deeper dive into these findings is provided in section 3 of the report
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Executive Summary
No

Insight

Implication

Suggested action

5

The factors that make for a
successful visitor information
service are clear and well agreed.
However the ‘Anna Karenina’ effect
means that visitor centres can all
fail to reach these goals in their
own way. More detail is provided
on these factors in Section 3, page
xxx

The solution for each destination
will be unique – although it will
draw on and should consider these
factors. The approach that works
for Eurobodalla MUST reflect
realities on the ground for council
and be tested against these
principles

Our suggested approach is outlined
on page xxx but includes both
digital and tangible presence –
albeit in a different form than
currently. It supports Council’s
vision of a move to being an
information services provider – as
well as being an enabler.

6

One particular critical success
factor is that all elements of the
visitor information services
approach should be aligned and
integrated. This includes marketing
and promotions, branding etc.

The solution must be holistic. For
example if a marketing campaign is
in field this should be reflected in
any VICs (and staff should be aware
of it).

Our solution is an holistic one (see
page xxx)

7

We are currently in the ‘eye of the
storm’ on innovation. Whilst we
know the theory of what works, the
best modes of delivery are still
being worked out. For example,
mobile websites are now often
more important than Apps

The solution Council adopts must
have flexibility at its core. Council
needs to continue building its
evidence based

Design of digital and visitor centre
tools should include measurement
at its core. Relationships for
outsourcing tangible visitor
servicing should not include long
term commitments and contracts
should have flexibility as well as
rigour

A deeper dive into these findings is provided in section 3 of the report
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Executive Summary
No

Insight

8

Although the future is largely digital,
this changes rather than eliminates the
need for personal contact. The need
for stories, authenticity and personal
connection remains strong. Allied to
this is that Eurobodalla’s current
customer base has strong ‘attachment
bias’ to the presence of visitor centres

9

Usage of VICs is highly correlated with
longer stays and higher spends
(although causation has mostly been
assumed rather than proven). As a
result of this and the trend noted in
Insight 9, we have not found firm
evidence of any destination wholly
exiting a physical presence. Whilst
individual visitor centres HAVE closed,
these are normally substituted with a
physical presence in a different format
or location. For example, there has
been a shift to mobile VICS/‘pop ups’
or to new models like sub-contracting,
co-locating or virtual services.

Implication

Suggested action

The decision to exit visitor information
centres completely would make
Council an innovator. If successful this
would make Council a leader, but it has
high risks attached in terms of
economic impact and any resulting
industry/community backlash.

We recommend that Council move
from being a visitor information centre
provider to being a visitor information
provider. Providing support and
training to a service offered by a lessee
or local chamber of commerce.

A deeper dive into these findings is provided in section 3 of the report
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Executive Summary
No

Insight

13

As noted in Insight 4, booking behaviour
is changing. But people still want to
book on the first page they land on.
Current bookeasy arrangements are up
for renewal and costs outweigh
revenues. Increasingly, this is being
outsourced to sites like Expedia or
Booking.com for a fee

14

A critical concern for customers is that
advice is neutral. Industry will have
concerns around the nature of advice
from an outsourced physical presence.

Implication

Suggested action

Bookable product is vital, but
the current mechanism is not
‘right sized’

Shift booking to a ‘white label’
approach with lower revenues, but
higher profits to support other
activities

Management of the
outsourcing and quality
control will be vital

Council must play an enabling role
and have strict quality control
standards. Monitoring of customer
feedback and outcomes (e.g.
booking flows) should be
undertaken

A deeper dive into these findings is provided in section 3 of the report
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Our proposed solution – an ecosystem to attract,
engage and inform visitors
Council provides

Council enables

Outsourced Visitor
Engagement Centre New
Batemans Bay site

Product racking,
wifi and digital
access at Moruya
Library

Digital
Engagement
and contact
centre

Visitor
Contact
Centre

Training &
accreditation
support
Mobile or pop up VIC

Mobile
web

Main
website

Social
media

Live Chat
White label
booking
service

1800 Phone
number

Ideally these would operate after 5pm at least Thu-Sat
perhaps via use of volunteer staff

Performance metrics to amend and improve

Outsourced Visitor
Engagement Centre
Current Narooma

If budgets do not permit council
both can opt for EITHER mobile
option OR the outsourced centres.
But it MUST offer one of them

Note dotted lines
denote options
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About the project

The Need for Research (1)
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Eurobodalla Shire is located on the south coast of New South Wales, 280 kilometres south of the Sydney and 150 kilometres
south-east of Canberra. The Council’s boundaries stretch from South Durras in the north to Wagonga Inlet in the south and
Nerrigundah in the west. It encompasses three major towns, (Batemans Bay, Moruya and Narooma) and numerous smaller
villages.
Its 110 kilometres of coastline includes 83 beaches and the Batemans Marine Park. Of its 3,400 square kilometres of land
more than 80 percent of the land is either national park or state forest. As a result of these natural assets tourism is a vital
industry. The Shire is part of the South Coast Destination Management Zone and in the year to June 2013, tourism was
worth $367m to the local economy, supporting 3500 jobs (25% of all jobs in the Shire).
The Council reflects this by investing approximately $1.1m in tourism including 3 Visitor Centres in Batemans Bay, Narooma
and Moruya. The first two are level 2 AVIC accredited Visitor Information Centres whilst the last is not accredited. Currently
the two accredited visitor centres absorb two thirds of this budget (estimate for 2014-15 is $669k). This is only partially
offset by revenues from bookings, membership fees and retail sales within the visitor centres. Furthermore, these revenues
are flat or declining.
However, the ROI on this is under review based on two different but aligned pressures:
The NSW Integrated Planning and Reporting (IPR) framework lays down that councils should ensure that all services
continue to improve productivity and ensure value for money. The NSW Independent Local Government Review Panel
“Revitalising Local Government” highlighted a need for Councils to conduct regular service reviews. Visitor Services in
Eurobodalla was one of the first services to be reviewed under this process.
Traveller behaviour is changing. As digital tools become available the traditional visitor centre model is under pressure. More
travellers are researching their needs online. This was reflected in the service review conducted within the Shire. Currently
only 5% of visitors use the Visitor Information Centres and an increasing proportion are contacting Council via phone or
website.
Clearly a service which consumes two thirds of Council’s tourism budget to service 5% of visitors does not meet the IPR
framework requirements. Even more importantly, investment in these services is at the expense of services that would
better meet a wider range of visitor needs such as a new website, or which would further grow visitor demand like digital
marketing campaigns.
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The Need for Research (2)
•
•

•
•

Accordingly, Council has taken a decision to exit its current Visitor Information Services Model and is considering a number
of other models.
As part of its Destination Management Plan, the Council has created a Tourism Advisory Board (formerly there was an
Executive Board). Although its role is advisory, the view of the Board was that there is a need to ensure that whatever
replaces this is a robust alternative that supports the industry.
As such, the Advisory Board suggested that there was a need to investigate the proposed models and alternatives further.
MyTravelResearch.com , a specialist tourism consultancy helped facilitate the Board meeting where the options were
considered. It was then commissioned to review the alternative models and the consumer evidence base and to consider
what model best suits Eurobodalla’s needs
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Research rationale
• The over-arching purpose of the project was defined as

To develop an evidence-based approach to selecting
the most appropriate means of delivering visitor
information services for Eurobodalla Shire in terms of
value for money for the Shire’s ratepayers and
optimal outcomes for its tourism industry in
achieving the goals in its destination management
plan.
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To meet this over-arching objective we agreed
the following questions need to be answered
What are the needs of customers coming to Eurobodalla
Shire in terms of visitor information?

To develop an evidence-based
approach to selecting the most
appropriate means of
delivering visitor information
services for Eurobodalla Shire
in terms of value for money for
the Shire’s ratepayers and
optimal outcomes for its
tourism industry in achieving
the goals in its destination
management plan.

What means of delivering these needs in destination best
offers ROI for ratepayers whilst delivering the maximum
value to the local economy?
What is emerging best practice in visitor information
servicing? How relevant is this to Eurobodalla’s needs in
terms of the structure of its industry and its guest profile?

How well do the proposed approaches to visitor servicing
align with this best practice? Is there an alternative model
that may better deliver?
What actions and approaches should Eurobodalla take to
optimize outcomes for tourism whilst meeting its
obligations to ratepayers?
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Methodology

Three broad
approaches used

Desktop research

Eurobodalla Visitor
Review

Consultation

Australian Published Papers
Global Internet Search with reports
from New Zealand, UK, ireland, Korea,
US, Canada, Norway, Netherlands,
South Africa
Journal of Travel Research
Proceedings of International
Conferences
Macro Trends
Existing Published and MTR Visitor
Study (e..g VFR, Destination Profiles)

Online Survey to databases of contacts
Also on visitor and Council Websites
15-20 minute online questionnaire via
Surveymonkey
2 chases
N = 492 responses
Around 5% response rate (typical to
above average for these type of
surveys)

Consulted the LISTSERV of destination
managers and Consultants of Travel
and Tourism Research Association:
Replies received from New Zealand,
Canada and 8 US States, plus City of
Chicago
Discussions with Mackay Tourism and
Queensland (Brisbane Airport and CBD)
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•
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Disclaimer: Please note that the information and data contained in this proposal has been prepared for the specific
purpose of addressing the items for the proposed research between MyTravelResearch.com Pty Ltd and
Eurobodalla Shire Council.
It may not be suitable for other applications. The use of this data for any other purpose should be discussed with the
lead author. MyTravelResearch.com accepts no responsibility for unauthorised use of this data by a third party.
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